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ABSTRACT
An efﬁcient name resolution scheme is the cornerstone of any peer-
to-peer network. The name resolution scheme proposed by Plax-
ton, Rajaraman, and Richa, which we hereafter refer to as the PRR
scheme, is a scalable name resolution scheme that also provides
provable locality properties. However, since PRR goes to extra
lengths to provide these locality properties, it is somewhat com-
plicated. In this paper, we propose a scalable, locality-aware, and
fault-tolerant name resolution scheme which can be considered a
simpliﬁed version of PRR. Although this new scheme does not
provide as strong locality guarantees as PRR, it exploits locality
heuristically yet effectively.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design—network topology; F.2.2 [Analysis of Algo-
rithms and ProblemComplexity]: Nonnumerical Algorithms and
Problems—routing and layout
General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Reliability
Keywords
peer-to-peer networks, name resolution
1. INTRODUCTION
An efﬁcient name resolution (or distributed data lookup) scheme
is the cornerstone of any peer-to-peer network. Given the name of
a data item, the task of name resolution is to ﬁnd the location of
the item. (Although this is what name resolution is normally used
for, a more general deﬁnition is: given a name, determine the value
to which the name maps.) Since a peer-to-peer network can po-
tentially have a large number of nodes, scalability is a fundamental
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requirement for name resolution. Although the usual measurement
for scalability is the number of (application-level) hops between
any two nodes, the distance traveled by each hop, namely, locality,
is not to be ignored. For example, a 10-hop path in a global peer-
to-peer network in which each hop is intercontinental is likely to be
dramatically inferior to a 10-hop path in which most or all of the
hops are “local” (e.g., within a single college campus).
Considerable research effort has been invested in the design of
scalable name resolution schemes and several such schemes have
been proposed, including the PRR scheme proposed by Plaxton et
al. [13], Tapestry [21], Pastry [17], Chord [19], and CAN [15].
Despite much work, certain aspects of name resolution merit fur-
ther investigation. Consider the PRR scheme. PRR uses a variant
of hypercubic routing as the basic routing method and this method
is later also used by Tapestry and Pastry. Besides guaranteeing
a logarithmic number of hops between any two nodes, PRR pro-
vides provable locality properties for a restricted class of metric
spaces. Recent research results reduce the restriction on the metric
spaces [8, 9]. Providing these properties on a general metric space,
however, remains an open problem.
In order to exploit locality, PRR maintains a logarithmic-sized
collection of neighbor pointers at each node
u. Each neighbor of
u
is the nearest node to
u with an ID matching that of
u in a certain
number of bit positions. Maintaining these neighbor pointers is a
nontrivial task, especially if the distance function is changing, or if
nodes are frequently joining or leaving the network. On the other
hand, Chord [19], which disregards locality, is relatively simple.
Thus, there is an apparent tradeoff between the simplicity of a name
resolution scheme and its ability to exploit locality. Since extreme
approaches like PRR or Chord both have undesirable features, is
it possible to design a scheme that is simple yet still effectively
exploits locality?
In this paper, we present results that improve on various aspects
of name resolution. Built on top of previous work, these results will
prove useful for better understanding of the various issues of name
resolution.
We ﬁrst consider PRR without locality (i.e., we specialize PRR
to the case of a uniform metric space). The resulting scheme, which
we call SPRR (simpliﬁed PRR), is simple and scalable. Compared
to Chord, SPRR is not only arguably simpler, but also has matching
or improved high probability time bounds and matching or better
expected running times for all name resolution operations. For ex-
ample, the join operation in SPRR runs in
O
(
l
g
n
) time with high
probability (whp), whereas, given the Chord deﬁnition of ﬁngers,
the join operation in Chord requires
￿
(
l
g
2
n
) time to succeed whp.
(We say that an event happens with high probability or whp if it
fails to occur with probability at most
n
￿
c, where
n is the num-
ber of nodes in the network and
c is a positive constant that can
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context.) The reason for this is that for any
"
>
0, there is a
n
￿
"
probability that
￿
(
l
g
2
n
) nodes will need to update their ﬁngers as
a result of the join. In a mobile environment, the ability to quickly
add or remove a node from the network is particularly important.
We then show that locality can be exploited in SPRR without
adding much complexity. We argue that SPRR is likely to have
good locality properties on any metric space, and we give rigorous
locality properties of SPRR on the ring metric. Although giving up
provable locality properties for simplicity may affect performance,
we argue that the loss of performance is likely to be minor, while
simplicity not only is a desirable feature in system design, but also
helps reasoning about the correctness of a scheme, a point which
we will elaborate on in Section 6.
Finally, we show that fault tolerance can be achieved in SPRR
without adding much complexity. We propose a novel name repli-
cation strategy ensuring names be looked up whp in a random fault
model where each node has a constant probability of being down.
Weshow that lookups remain efﬁcient(i.e.,taking logarithmic num-
ber of hops) in this random fault model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
SPRR in the uniform metric space. Section 3 shows how SPRR ex-
ploits locality. Section 4 shows how fault tolerance can be achieved
in SPRR. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 discusses fu-
ture work. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. FAULT-FREE NAME RESOLUTION ON
UNIFORM METRIC SPACES
In this section, we present a simpliﬁed version of SPRR that is
suitable for a basic network model in which nodes are fault-free
and the distance between any pair of nodes is equal (uniform met-
ric space). We show that this version of SPRR not only greatly
simpliﬁes PRR, but also retains the scalability properties of PRR.
However, for real peer-to-peer applications, locality and fault toler-
ance have to be added to SPRR. In Sections 3 and 4, we will show
how to exploit locality and achieve fault tolerance without adding
much complexity.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 2.1
presents the basic organization of SPRR. Section 2.2 presents the
basic name resolution operations of SPRR.Section 2.3 analyzes the
properties of SPRR.
2.1 Basic Organization
Every node and every object has an identiﬁer (ID), which is a
ﬁxed-length random binary string. Node IDs and object IDs are
drawn from the same space, which can be thought of as a ring,
called the ID ring, by arranging the IDs according to their lexico-
graphic order (and wrapping around). Object IDs are also called
names in this paper. IDs can be generated using a hash function.
For the purpose of our analysis, we view IDs as a sequence of ran-
dom bits. In practice, the length of an ID, denoted by
‘, is chosen
to be long enough (say, 128 bits) so that the chance of having two
identical IDs is negligible. ID bits are numbered from left to right
as bit
0 to to bit
‘
￿
1.
We ﬁrst introduce a few notations. Let
n be the number of
nodes in the network;
‘ be the length of an ID;
u
[
i
] be bit
i of
u, where
0
￿
i
<
‘;
m
a
t
c
h
(
x
;
y
) be the length of the longest
common preﬁx shared by the IDs of
x and
y;
F
(
u
;
i
) be the set
f
v
j
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
v
)
=
i
g;
N
(
￿
) be the set of nodes preﬁxed by bit
string
￿;
￿
(
u
;
i
) be the set
f
v
j
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
v
)
￿
i
g. At times, we
identify a node with its ID when no confusion could arise.
Every node
u maintains three types of neighbors:
￿ Forward neighbors. The bit
i forward neighbor, denoted as
u
:
f
[
i
], where
0
￿
i
<
‘ , is a node in
F
(
u
;
i
).I f
j
F
(
u
;
i
)
j
=
0, then
u
:
f
[
i
]
=
N
U
L
L. Our convention of setting a for-
ward neighbor to NULL in the case no candidate node exists
is different from that employed by other schemes. We will
discuss the pros and cons of this decision in Section 5. If
j
F
(
u
;
i
)
j
=
1 , then
u
:
f
[
i
] is the unique node in
F
(
u
;
i
).I f
j
F
(
u
;
i
)
j
>
1, then a node in
F
(
u
;
i
) is chosen to be
u
:
f
[
i
].
Choosing an appropriate node in
F
(
u
;
i
) is an important is-
sue that will be elaborated on below. The total number of
forward neighbors of a node is called the out-degree of the
node.
￿ Backward neighbors. If
v is the bit
i forward neighbor of
u,
then
u is a bit
i backward neighbor of
v. Note that there is
at most one bit
i forward neighbor of a node, but there can
be multiple bit
i backward neighbors. We let
u
:
B
[
i
] denote
the set of bit
i backward neighbors of
u. The total number of
backward neighbors of a node is called the in-degree of the
node.
￿ Predecessor and successor. Borrowing an idea from Chord,
we introduce two more neighbors for each node
u: (1) a pre-
decessor, which is the node immediately preceding
u on the
ID ring, and (2) a successor, which is the node immediately
succeeding
u on the ID ring. For fault-free name resolution,
each node maintains exactly one predecessor and one succes-
sor. For fault-tolerant name resolution (see Section 4), each
node maintains multiple predecessors and successors. The
total number of neighbors of a node is called the degree of
the node.
As discussed above, when
j
F
(
u
;
i
)
j
>
1, we need to choose
a “good” node in
F
(
u
;
i
) to be the bit
i forward neighbor. The
freedom to choose a node from a set of candidates is an important
feature and advantage of PRR. Different criteria, based on local-
ity, fault tolerance, or other considerations, can be used to make the
choice. Perhaps the simplest criterion is to choose an arbitrary node
in
F
(
u
;
i
). This criterion, however, can result in a high in-degree
for a node (e.g., all of the nodes preﬁxed by 1 can have the same bit
0 forward neighbor). Nodes with high in-degree or out-degree are
undesirable because when such a node joins or leaves the network,
many neighbor pointers have to be modiﬁed. On the other hand,
maintaining sufﬁcient degrees for a node is necessary for fault tol-
erance, since a node with low degree is vulnerable to being isolated
from the rest of the network. For example, consider a random fault
model where each node has a constant probability of being down.
In such a model, in order to guarantee that some of the neighbors of
each node are up whp, each node needs to maintain a logarithmic
number of neighbors.
We propose the following approach to choosing a forward neigh-
bor from a set of candidates. We ﬁrst place the nodes on a logical
ring, which is independent of the ID ring, and deﬁne
u
:
f
[
i
] to be
the closest node clockwise to
u. This deﬁnition of forward neigh-
bors avoid the problem of having a large in-degree for a node. We
show in Section 2.3 that this approach results in both logarithmic
in-degree and out-degree whp. We also show in Section 3.3 that
locality can be exploited if the distance in the logical ring is corre-
lated with the distance in the metric space.
When a name is inserted, it is stored at a certain node, called
the handler of the name, which is responsible for resolving the
name. Each node
u maintains a local name database, denoted by
u
:
n
a
m
e
d
b, to store the names for which it is responsible. SPRR
assigns handlers as follows. Let the best match set of a name
￿, de-
noted by
M
(
￿
), bethe set
f
u
j
8
v
:
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
)
￿
m
a
t
c
h
(
v
;
￿
)
g.
83We call
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
), where
u
2
M
(
￿
), the depth of the best
match set. When a name
￿ is inserted, the insert request is for-
warded until a node in
M
(
￿
) is reached. This node is designated
as the handler of the name. When a name is looked up or deleted,
additional work has to be done to locate the handler of the name.
We describe the details of ﬁnding the handler in Section 2.2.
2.2 Basic Operations
With the above deﬁnitions, we are now ready to present the ba-
sic operations of SPRR. SPRR supports the following two types
of operations: (1) name operations, including lookup (looking up
a name), insert (inserting a name), and delete (removing a name);
and (2) network operations, including join (adding a node to the
network), and leave (removing a node from the network).
Central to the name operations is ﬁnding the handler of a name.
SPRR divides the process into two phases: (1) the bit-correcting
phase, which is used to reach a node in the best match set; (2) the
walking phase, which is used to traverse some of the nodes in the
best match set by following predecessor and successor pointers.
For an insert operation, only the bit-correcting phase is needed,
while for a lookup or delete operation, both phases are needed.
￿ Insert. When a name is inserted, we only need to ﬁnd an arbi-
trary node in the best match set. The process of ﬁnding such a
node is by bit-correcting: a node forwards the insert request
to a forward neighbor that matches the name in more bits
than the node itself, until no such neighbors can be found.
When the insert request cannot be forwarded further, a node
in the best match set has been reached, and that node is the
handler of the name. The code for ﬁnding a node in the best
match set is shown in Figure 1, and the code for the insert
operation is shown in Figure 2.
￿ Lookup. To look up a name, a node ﬁrst needs to ﬁnd the
handler of the name. The process of ﬁnding the handler in-
cludes both the bit-correcting phase and the walking phase.
The walking phase is needed because the ﬁrst node reached
in the best match set during the lookup operation may not be
the handler of the name. Thus, we need to traverse the best
match set until we locate the handler. The code for ﬁnding
the handler is shown in Figure 1, and the code for the lookup
operation is shown in Figure 2.
￿ Delete. Deleting a name is largely similar to looking up a
name: ﬁrst the handler is found, then the name is removed
from the local name database of the handler. The code for
the delete operation is shown in Figure 2.
￿ Join. When a new node joins, the new node ﬁrst contacts
an arbitrary node, called the contact. We assume that some
external mechanism enables the new node to ﬁnd a contact,
an assumption made by many other schemes. (As will be
discussed in Section 3.3, it is desirable for distances on the
logical ring to be correlated with actual distances in the met-
ric space. Thus it is desirable for the external mechanism to
determine a node close to the new node as the contact.) The
new node then generates its own ID and places itself imme-
diately before the contact on the logical ring. The new node
then builds its own neighbor table by consulting a sequence
of nodes, starting from the contact. During this process, the
existing neighbor tables of current nodes are also updated.
The code for the join operation is shown in Figure 3.
￿ Leave. When a node leaves, it needs to inform its backward
neighbors to change their forward neighbor pointers. The
code for the leave operation is shown in Figure 4.
u
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￿
n
d
b
m
s
(
￿
)
k
 
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
)
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i
f
(
u
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f
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k
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6
=
N
U
L
L
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h
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n
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￿
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(
￿
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￿
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d
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￿
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v
 
u
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￿
n
d
b
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s
(
￿
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r
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w
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(
￿
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;
u
:
w
a
l
k
(
￿
)
w
 
u
;
w
h
i
l
e
(
m
a
t
c
h
(
w
;
￿
)
=
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
)
)
d
o
i
f
(
￿
2
w
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
w
;
e
l
s
e
w
 
w
:
p
r
e
d
;
w
 
u
:
s
u
c
c
;
w
h
i
l
e
(
m
a
t
c
h
(
w
;
￿
)
=
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
)
)
d
o
i
f
(
￿
2
w
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
w
;
e
l
s
e
w
 
w
:
s
u
c
c
;
Figure 1: Code for ﬁnding the best match set and handler for
name
￿.
u
:
i
n
s
e
r
t
(
￿
;
v
a
l
u
e
)
v
 
u
:
￿
n
d
b
m
s
(
￿
)
;
v
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
:
a
d
d
(
￿
;
v
a
l
u
e
)
;
u
:
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
)
v
 
u
:
￿
n
d
h
a
n
d
l
e
r
(
￿
)
;
r
e
t
u
r
n
v
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
:
￿
n
d
(
￿
)
;
u
:
d
e
l
e
t
e
(
￿
)
v
 
u
:
￿
n
d
h
a
n
d
l
e
r
(
￿
)
;
v
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
:
r
e
m
o
v
e
(
￿
)
;
Figure 2: Code for lookup, insert, and delete.
2.3 Analysis
In this section, we analyze the properties of SPRR. Our main re-
sult is that all operations in SPRR, including lookup, insert, delete,
join, and leave, take
O
(
l
g
n
)constant-size messages (orapplication-
level hops) whp. For the two network operations join and leave,
this represents a signiﬁcant improvement over the
O
(
l
g
n
) message
bound established by Chord. With respect to the name operations,
SPRR matches Chord in terms of both expected and whp bounds.
We now present a series of lemmas and theorems. One important
observation is that given any node
u and bit
i, each of the remain-
ing nodes
v independently has a probability of exactly
1
=
2
i
+
1 of
belonging to
F
(
u
;
i
). This observation allows us to use Chernoff
bounds arguments to establish several of the claims below.
LEMMA 2.1. Whp,
j
N
(
￿
)
j
=
￿
(
l
g
n
), where
￿ is an arbitrary
bit string of length
l
g
n
￿
l
g
l
g
n
￿
c, for some sufﬁciently large
constant
c.
PROOF. Clearly,
E
[
j
N
(
￿
)
j
]
=
2
c
l
g
n. Chernoff bounds imply
that
j
N
(
￿
)
j lies within a constant factor of its expectation whp.
Thus,
j
N
(
￿
)
j
=
￿
(
l
g
n
) whp.
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u is the new node,
v is the contact.
u
:
j
o
i
n
(
v
)
f
o
r
(
i
 
0
t
o
‘
￿
1
)
d
o
i
f
(
u
[
i
]
=
v
[
i
]
)
t
h
e
n
u
:
f
[
i
]
 
v
:
f
[
i
]
;
u
:
B
[
i
]
 
v
:
B
[
i
]
;
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:
B
[
i
]
 
;
;
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o
r
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a
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h
(
w
2
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B
[
i
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)
d
o
w
:
f
[
i
]
 
u
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e
l
s
e
u
:
f
[
i
]
 
v
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i
f
(
v
:
f
[
i
]
6
=
N
U
L
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h
e
n
v
 
v
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i
]
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B
[
i
]
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B
[
i
]
;
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B
[
i
]
 
;
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(
w
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i
]
)
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w
:
f
[
i
]
 
u
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e
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(
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(
w
;
u
)
=
i
)
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o
w
:
f
[
i
]
 
u
;
w
 
w
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(
u
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i
]
<
v
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i
]
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n
u
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e
n
(
w
;
w
:
s
u
c
c
)
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u
c
c
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h
(
w
;
u
)
=
i
)
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o
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[
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]
 
u
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w
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c
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i
f
(
u
[
i
]
>
v
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i
]
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h
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n
u
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w
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p
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u
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v
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s
u
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u
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w
:
p
r
e
d
 
u
;
Figure 3: Code for join.
LEMMA 2.2. Both the bit-correcting and the walking phases
take
O
(
l
g
n
) hops whp.
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, when we look up a name
￿, then within
l
g
n
￿
l
g
l
g
n
￿
c bit-correcting hops, the lookup request reaches a
node in
N
(
￿
), where
￿ is a bit string of length
l
g
n
￿
l
g
l
g
n
￿
c,
for some sufﬁciently large constant
c. Subsequent hops only visit
the nodes in
N
(
￿
) and
j
N
(
￿
)
j
=
￿
(
l
g
n
) whp. Thus, both the
bit-correcting and walking phases take
O
(
l
g
n
) hops whp.
THEOREM 1. All name operations take
O
(
l
g
n
) hops whp.
PROOF. Immediate from Lemma 2.2.
LEMMA 2.3. The expected depth of the best match set is
l
g
n
+
O
(
1
).
PROOF. Let
X denote the depth of the best match set. Then
u
:
l
e
a
v
e
(
)
f
o
r
(
i
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:
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;
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=
u
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n
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N
U
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6
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]
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;
Figure 4: Code for leave.
E
[
X
]
=
‘
X
i
=
0
P
r
[
X
￿
i
]
=
‘
X
i
=
0
￿
1
￿
￿
1
￿
1
2
i
￿
n
￿
:
The sum of the ﬁrst
l
g
n terms is bounded by
l
g
n. The sum of
the other terms is
O
(
1
) because the ratio of the successive term to
the preceding term is strictly less than one. Thus
E
[
X
]
=
l
g
n
+
O
(
1
).
LEMMA 2.4. The expected sizeofthe best matchset isconstant.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume the name
￿ to be
looked up is all 0’s. Let
n
j be the number of nodes preﬁxed by
j
0’s. Consider the maximum
k such that
n
k
￿
i.F o r
j
M
(
￿
)
j to be
equal to
i, it is necessary that
n
k
=
i and
n
k
+
1
=
0. Note that
P
r
[
n
k
+
1
=
0
j
n
k
=
i
]
=
1
=
(
2
i
￿
1
). Thus
P
r
[
j
M
(
￿
)
j
=
i
]
=
O
(
2
￿
i
), and hence
E
[
j
M
(
￿
)
j
]
=
O
(
1
).
THEOREM 2. The expected number of messages needed by a
name operation is
1
2
l
g
n
+
O
(
1
).
PROOF. The expected number of messages needed in the bit-
correcting phase is half of the depth of the best match set. The ex-
pected number of messages needed inthe walking phase isbounded
by the size of the best match set. By linearity of expection and
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, the number of messages needed by a name
operation is
1
2
l
g
n
+
O
(
1
).
LEMMA 2.5. Every node has at most
l
g
n
+
O
(
p
l
g
n
) forward
neighbors whp.
PROOF. Starting from bit 0, we divide the ID of the node under
consideration into three segments
A,
B, and
C, each with length
l
g
n,
c
l
g
n, and
‘
￿
(
c
+
1
)
l
g
n. Let
X
A,
X
B, and
X
C be the
number of forward neighbors in these segments. Then
X
A
￿
l
g
n,
X
B
=
O
(
p
l
g
n
) whp, and
X
C
=
0whp. Thus, the number of
forward neighbors is at most
l
g
n
+
O
(
p
l
g
n
) whp.
LEMMA 2.6. For all sufﬁciently large positive constants
c, for
all
i
￿
c
l
g
n, and for all nodes
u,
u
:
f
[
i
]
=
N
U
L
L whp.
PROOF. For all
i
￿
c
l
g
n,
E
[
j
F
(
u
;
i
)
j
]
=
O
(
n
￿
c
). The claim
of the lemma follows from Markov’s inequality and Boole’s in-
equality.
85LEMMA 2.7. Every node has
O
(
l
g
n
) backward neighbors whp.
PROOF. Fix a node
u. Without loss of generality, assume that
the ID of
u is all 0’s. Let the sequence of nodes that precede
u on
the logicalring, startingfromthe closestone, be
h
v
1
;
v
2
;
:
:
:
;
v
n
￿
1
i.
We start with inspecting bit 0 of the IDs of this sequence of nodes.
Once we see a 0, we start inspecting bit 1 of the subsequent nodes
preﬁxed by 0, once we seea0o nb i t1 ,w estart inspecting bit 2
of the subsequent nodes preﬁxed by 00, and so forth. We keep in-
specting until we return to the node
u. The key observation is that
the set of nodes inspected in this process is the set of backward
neighbors of
u. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.6, no node has a neigh-
bor at a bit higher than
c
l
g
n. Since every node inspected has an
independent probability of
1
=
2 to increment the index of the bit to
be inspected, a Chernoff bound argument implies that the number
of nodes inspected can be bounded by
O
(
l
g
n
).
THEOREM 3. Every node has
O
(
l
g
n
) neighbors whp.
PROOF. Immediate from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7.
THEOREM 4. Ajoin or leave operation takes
O
(
l
g
n
) messages
whp. The number of existing neighbor table entries that need to be
modiﬁed is
O
(
l
g
n
) whp.
PROOF. Immediate from Theorem 3.
3. EXPLOITING LOCALITY
In the previous Section, we have shown that SPRR is simple and
efﬁcient on the uniform metric space. To be useful in real applica-
tions, however, locality has to be taken into account. In this section,
we show that locality can be exploited in SPRR without adding
much complexity.
The ease of exploiting locality in SPRRcomes from itsdeﬁnition
of forward neighbors. Unlike Chord, which deﬁnes a ﬁnger to point
to the ﬁrst node following a certain point on the ID ring, PRR (and
SPRR) deﬁnes a forward neighbor to be the “best” node in a set of
candidates. It is exactly this freedom of choice that enables SPRR
to exploit locality easily.
Many applications beneﬁt from having multiple copies of a name
in the network, for performance or fault tolerance reasons. For ex-
ample, a name may be replicated to reduce resolution time. SPRR
provides locality in the following sense: the expected distance trav-
eled by a lookup decreases as the number of copies increases.
Section 3.1 ﬁrst proposes our name replication strategy; Sec-
tion 3.2 explains heuristically on any metric space; Section 3.3 rig-
orously proves this locality property on the ring metric.
3.1 Name Replication Strategy
Our name replication strategy is as follows. In the process of
inserting a name
￿, when the insert request reaches a node
u in the
best match set,
u replicates
￿ at
r nodes around itself on the ID
ring that match
￿ better than the rest of the nodes. Note that the
replication can be achieved by simply following the predecessor
and successor pointers. We call these
r nodes the replication set
of
￿, denoted by
R
(
￿
). In other words,
R
(
￿
) is a set such that
j
R
(
￿
)
j
=
r and for any
v
2
R
(
￿
) and
w
=
2
R
(
￿
),
m
a
t
c
h
(
v
;
￿
)
￿
m
a
t
c
h
(
w
;
￿
).
This replication strategy requires a node check its local name
database before forwarding the name to a neighbor, because now a
name can be stored at multiple nodes.
3.2 Heuristic Exploitation of Locality
SPRR’s ability to exploit locality originates from PRR’s ﬂexi-
bility to choose a good forward neighbor from a set of candidate
nodes. For example, consider the process of choosing the bit
0
forward neighbor of a node
u. On average, there are
n
=
2 nodes
with IDs that differ from the ID of
u in bit 0. Among such a large
set of nodes, at least one of them is likely to be close to
u. Sim-
ilarly,
E
[
j
F
(
u
;
1
)
j
]
=
n
=
4, and so forth. Thus, the number of
candidate nodes keeps shrinking with every bit corrected. This im-
plies that the expected distance traveled in order to correct each bit
grows with every bit corrected. The speed of growth, of course,
depends on the underlying network topology. If the growth is ge-
ometric, then the total distance of the hops taken in a lookup op-
eration is dominated by the distance traveled by the last hop in the
bit-correcting phase plus the distance traveled in the walking phase.
The reason that SPRR has good locality properties is that most of
the hops in a lookup operation are bit-correcting hops. Moreover,
if a name is replicated at multiple nodes, it is likely to be found
before the bit-correcting phase is over.
3.3 The Ring Metric
In this section, we analyze the locality properties of SPRR on the
ring metric, where the distance between two nodes is the distance
between them on the ring, which is also called the locality ring.
Although the ring metric is somewhat artiﬁcially simple, we re-
mark that it is not totally unrealistic. For example, consider a peer-
to-peer network composed of nodes on different universities on dif-
ferent continents. We can arrange the nodes located in the same
university in a contiguous region of the ring, and arrange the uni-
versities located in the same continent in a bigger nearby region,
and so forth.
As discussed in Section 2.1, a node chooses a forward neighbor
from a set of candidates by imposing a logical ring on the nodes.
Since the logical ring is arbitrary, we can use the locality ring as
the logical ring. Employing the replication strategy described in
Section 3.1, we establish the following theorem with respect to the
ring metric.
THEOREM 5. If a name is replicated at
r nodes using the above
replication strategy, then the expected distance traveled by a lookup
operation is
O
(
n
=
r
).
PROOF. Let
d
1 and
d
2 denote the distances traveled in the bit-
correcting and walking phases, respectively. Each successive hop
in the bit-correcting phase tends to cover geometrically greater dis-
tance so that the total distance is dominated by that of the last hop.
The last hop covers expected
O
(
n
=
r
) distance because, with
r-fold
replication, the copies tend to be spaced
￿
(
n
=
r
) apart on the local-
ity ring. Thus,
E
[
d
1
]
=
O
(
n
=
r
). Moreover, when
j
M
(
￿
)
j
￿
r,
d
2
=
0; when
j
M
(
￿
)
j
>
r,
d
2
=
O
(
n
(
j
M
(
￿
)
j
￿
r
)
).B y
Lemma 2.4, we have
P
r
[
j
M
(
￿
)
j
=
i
]
=
O
(
1
=
2
i
). Therefore,
E
[
d
2
]
=
O
(
n
=
r
).
4. FAULT-TOLERANT SPRR
In the previous section, we have shown how to exploit locality
in SPRR. In this section, we show that, without adding much com-
plexity, a signiﬁcant level of fault tolerance can be achieved.
We adopt a random fault model where every node has a constant
probability
q of being down. By down, we mean fail-stop faults
instead of Byzantine faults. We also assume that a node can de-
tect whether a neighbor is down. With respect to this fault model,
our objective is to ensure that fault-tolerant lookup retains the efﬁ-
ciency and locality properties of fault-free lookup.
86The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 pro-
poses two modiﬁcations to SPRR. Section 4.2 describes the fault-
tolerant lookup operation. Section 4.3 establishes efﬁciency and
locality properties of the fault-tolerant lookup.
4.1 Modiﬁcations to SPRR
Clearly, in a random fault model deﬁned above, a name has to be
replicated at
￿
(
l
g
n
) nodes, simply to ensure that at least one node
that handles the name is up whp. (In fact, Chernoff bounds implies
that if a name is replicated at
￿
(
l
g
n
) nodes, then
￿
(
l
g
n
) of these
nodes are up whp.) Furthermore, if a node cannot handle a name,
then whp it is able to forward the lookup request to a neighbor that
can continue the lookup. One difﬁculty associated with achieving
l
g
n-fold replication is that the network is dynamic and a node does
not know the exact network size. Thus, we need to ﬁnd a way to
enable a node to estimate the network size based on its local state.
For every node
u, deﬁne the dimension of
u, denoted by
u
:
d
i
m,
to be
m
a
x
f
i
j
￿
(
u
;
i
)
￿
c
￿
i
g, where
c is some sufﬁciently large
constant. We let
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r denote
￿
(
u
;
u
:
d
i
m
) and we call the
nodes in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r (except
u itself) the similarity neighbors of
u.
We modify SPRR as follows in order to achieve fault tolerance:
1. Instead of maintaining only one predecessor and one succes-
sor, a node
u maintains pointers to allthe nodes in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r,
as well as the order in which they appear on the locality
ring. Thus, we view
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r as a circular list and deﬁne
n
e
x
t
(
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r
;
v
) to be the ﬁrst node in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r as we
proceed clockwise from
v.
2. A name is replicated at all the nodes in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r, where
u
is a node in the best match set of the name.
With these modiﬁcations, SPRR provides a signiﬁcant level of
fault tolerance, as is evidenced by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 below.
4.2 Fault-Tolerant Lookup
Fault-tolerant lookup is a simple extension of fault-free lookup.
The main augmentation is handling down nodes. The code for
fault-tolerant lookup is shown in Figure 5. In order to look up a
name
￿,
u invokes
u
:
f
t
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
;
0
;
N
U
L
L
). The main idea is
“bypassing” down neighbors by trying higher bit neighbors or sim-
ilarity neighbors. The key property is that a node is never probed
more than once. This property will prove crucial for our analysis.
u
:
f
t
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
;
j
;
w
)
i
f
(
￿
2
u
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
u
:
n
a
m
e
d
b
:
￿
n
d
(
￿
)
;
i
 
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
￿
)
;
i
f
(
u
:
f
[
i
]
6
=
w
^
u
p
(
u
:
f
[
i
]
)
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
u
:
f
[
i
]
:
f
t
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
;
0
;
N
U
L
L
)
;
w
h
i
l
e
(
j
￿
u
:
d
i
m
)
d
o
i
f
(
u
p
(
u
:
f
[
j
]
)
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
u
:
f
[
j
]
:
f
t
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
;
j
;
w
)
;
j
 
j
+
1
;
v
 
n
e
x
t
(
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r
;
u
)
;
w
h
i
l
e
(
v
6
=
u
)
d
o
i
f
(
u
p
(
v
)
)
t
h
e
n
r
e
t
u
r
n
v
:
f
t
l
o
o
k
u
p
(
￿
;
u
:
d
i
m
;
w
)
;
v
 
n
e
x
t
(
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r
;
v
)
;
r
e
t
u
r
n FAIL
;
Figure 5: Code for fault-tolerant lookup.
4.3 Analysis
We ﬁrst use standard Chernoff bound arguments to establish the
following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. For every node
u,
u
:
d
i
m
=
b
l
g
n
￿
l
g
l
g
n
￿
O
(
1
)
c whp.
LEMMA 4.2. For every node
u,
j
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r
j
=
￿
(
l
g
n
) whp.
LEMMA 4.3. For all nodes
u and
v,
j
u
:
d
i
m
￿
v
:
d
i
m
j
￿
1 whp.
We next prove some efﬁciency and locality properties of SPRR,
which are stated in the following two theorems.
THEOREM 6. A lookup takes
O
(
l
g
n
) messages whp.
THEOREM 7. The expected total distance traveled by all the
messages in a lookup is
O
(
n
=
l
g
n
).
The proofs of these two theorems are signiﬁcantly more involved
than those presented earlier in the paper. Due to space constraints,
we only sketch our main proof ideas.
We ﬁrst introduce a few deﬁnitions. A message is said to be low
if it is from a node to one of its forward neighbors. A low message
is said to be
i-low if it is from a node to its bit
i forward neighbor. A
message is said to be high if it is from a node to one of its similarity
neighbors. A high message is 1-high if it is sent from a node
u to
its next node in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r, 2-high if it is sent to the next node of
the next node in
u
:
s
i
m
i
l
a
r, and so on. A lookup is divided into
phases, where phase
i corrects bit
i.
Our approach to proving Theorem 6 is as follows. At a high
level, when a node
u wants to correct bit
i, itﬁrsttriesto do so using
a path of length one, that is, by forwarding the lookup to
u
:
f
[
i
].I f
u
:
f
[
i
] is down, our fault-tolerant lookup proceeds by successively
trying to correct bit
i by using paths of length two, where the ﬁrst
hop on the path leads to a node matching
u in bits 0 through
i and
the second hop corrects bit
i. We now state a key technical lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. Each successive path considered in a given phase
has a constant probability of terminating the phase.
PROOF. We provide a sketch of the proof only. Fix a path
P that
we are about to explore. We claim that with constant probability,
all of the nodes in
P are up. To establish this claim, ﬁrst note that
our algorithm has the property that any node is the recipient of at
most one message throughout the course of the lookup. It follows
that the nodes in path
P have never been previously examined, and
hence we can view each of them as having a constant probability of
being up, independent of the previous history of the lookup. Unfor-
tunately, this argument alone is insufﬁcient to establish the desired
lemma. The remaining difﬁculty is associated with the conjunct
u
:
f
[
i
]
6
=
w appearing on the ﬁfth line of the fault tolerant lookup
code. This conjunct deals with the case where the ﬁrst hop of the
path brings us to a node
u whose bit
i neighbor
v is already known
to be down because we previously attempted to terminate phase
i
by sending an
i-low message to
v. In such a case, our algorithm
abandons this path
P without attempting to send a message along
the second hop; instead, we initiate a new two-hop path. It remains
to prove that we do not expend a large number of messages, and
travels a large distance, due to repeatedly abandoning such two-
hop paths at the intermediate nodes.
How can we rule out this scenario? We now argue that there is a
constant probability that the bit
i neighbor of an intermediate node
on a two-hop path
P is a node that we have not previously encoun-
tered in the lookup, from which it follows that the path
P is not
87abandoned at the intermediate node (since the conjunct
u
:
f
[
i
]
6
=
w
evaluates to true). The intuition underlying this claim is that the
ﬁrst message on any two-hop path in phase
i is either a
j-low mes-
sage for some
j
>
ior a high message. In either case, the expected
distance traveled by such a message is greater than that of an
i-low
message. This observation can be used to show that with constant
probability, the ﬁrst message of the two-hop path passes over any
node
v that we might have previously determined to be down when
sending an
i-low message. (In our formal proof of this claim, we
defer revealing the precise location of the node
v until it is passed
over by some message to an up node.) Hence, there is a constant
probability that the bit
i neighbor of the intermediate node of path
P is a node that we have not previously encountered.
With Lemma 4.4 in hand, it is straightforward to establish Theo-
rem 6 using a standard Chernoff bound argument.
Lemma 4.4 also gives us a good start on establishing Theorem 7.
At a high level, the main difference between the proofs of Theo-
rems 6 and 7 is that in the latter case we need to account for the
different kinds of messages (i.e.,
i-low and
i-high messages, for
various values of
i) separately, because the expected distances that
they travel vary. Lemma 4.4 can be used to show that a lookup uses
expected
O
(
1
)
i-low messages for any given
i, and expected
O
(
q
i
)
i-high messages for any given
i. Theorem 7 follows easily once
we establish the following claim: the expected distance traveled by
any
i-low message is
O
(
2
i
) and the expected distance traveled by
any
i-high message is
O
(
i
￿
n
=
l
g
n
). In what follows, we sketch a
proof of this claim.
Note that the bit
i neighbor of a given node
u is the ﬁrst node
v
encountered in a clockwise search from
u such that
m
a
t
c
h
(
u
;
v
)
=
2
￿
i
￿
1. It follows that if each node on the ring has a random ID,
then the expected distance from
u to its bit
i neighbor is
O
(
2
i
).A
similar argument shows that the expected distance traveled by an
i-high message is
O
(
i
￿
n
=
l
g
n
). Unfortunately, there is a tech-
nical obstacle that prevents us from directly applying this simple
approach to bound the expected distance of the messages sent dur-
ing a lookup. The difﬁculty is that as the lookup algorithm unfolds,
information concerning the node IDs is revealed. Thus, when a par-
ticular message is sent by the algorithm, we cannot assume that all
of the node IDs are still random. In particular, there are three kinds
of information that we learn about the node IDs as the algorithm
proceeds. Below we discuss each of these kinds of information in
turn and sketch how to bound their effect on our analysis.
1. For any node
u that has received a previous message (or
would have received a previous message but was determined
to be down), we know that the ID of
u is inconsistent with
any preﬁx that we will subsequently search for. Thus, if we
happen to encounter such a node
u while searching for the
destination of a subsequent message, the probability that
u is
the desired destination is 0 (as opposed to, e.g.,
￿
(
2
￿
i
) for
an
i-low message). Since Theorem 6 tells us that whp there
are
O
(
l
g
n
) such nodes
u, it is straightforward to argue that
the total extra distance incurred by retraversing these nodes
is
O
(
l
g
2
n
)
=
o
(
n
=
l
g
n
) whp.
2. For any node
u that has been passed over in a searching for
the destinations of one or more previous messages, we know
that the ID of
u does not match certain preﬁxes. Fortunately,
this information only tends to (slightly) increase the proba-
bility that such a node
u is a match for a subsequent search.
3. Finally, a more subtle issue is that as the algorithm unfolds,
we learn information concerning the dimensions of certain
nodes. Thisinformation isglobal innature as ittellsus some-
thing about the total number of nodes matching a node
u in
a certain preﬁx. For example, if we learn that the dimen-
sion of node
u is 10, then we know that
j
￿
(
u
;
1
0
)
j
￿
1
0
c
and
j
￿
(
u
;
1
1
)
j
<
1
1
c, where
c is the constant appearing in
the deﬁnition of dimension (see Section 4.1). But note that
Lemma 4.3 tells us that for a given value of
n, every node
has the same dimension, to within one, whp. This implies
that learning some (or all) of the node dimensions is unlikely
to bias the probability of occurrence of any given preﬁx by
more than a constant factor.
5. RELATED WORK
Early generations of peer-to-peer networks use unscalable ap-
proaches for name resolution. For example, Napster [12] uses a
central directory, Gnutella [6] uses ﬂooding, and Freenet [3] uses
heuristic search.
Besides PRR, other scalable name resolution schemes include
Tapestry [21], Pastry [17], Chord [19], and CAN [15]. Several sys-
tems have been built on top of these schemes: OceanStore [10] and
Bayeux [22] on Tapestry, PAST [5] and SCRIBE [18] on Pastry,
and CFS [4] on Chord. Tapestry and Pastry use similar routing
method (i.e., hypercubic routing) as PRR, and add the ability to
accommodate node joins and leaves.
Besideshypercubes, shufﬂe-exchange networks [11] orde Bruijn
graphs [14] can also be used for name resolution. For example,
Viceroy [11] uses shufﬂe-exchange networks, in which every node
maintains only a constant, instead of logarithmic, number of neigh-
bors. The advantage of constant degree is reduced cost for joins and
leaves. However, the disadvantages are: (1) locality is exploited
less effectively because there are fewer choices for a neighbor, (2)
the network is vulnerable to being partitioned because each node
only has a constant degree, and (3) the constants in the expected
running times are higher. However, an important research issue is
ensuring the correctness of concurrent name resolution operations.
In this respect, constant-degree networks may be easier to reason
about. Thus, the pros and cons of such constant-degree construc-
tions merit further investigation.
Chord works by arranging nodes and names on the ID ring. A
name is stored at a node immediately succeeding the name on the
ID ring. Apart from a predecessor and successor pointer, each node
maintains a logarithmic number of ﬁnger pointers. A ﬁnger points
to the ﬁrst node succeeding a certain point on the ID ring. The ﬁn-
gers enable efﬁcient name resolution, while the (possibly multiple)
predecessor and successor pointers ensure fault tolerance.
CAN works by mapping nodes and names to a
d-dimensional
unit space. Each node is assigned a region in the space and is re-
sponsible for resolving the names mapped to that region. For a
network with
n nodes, a lookup takes
O
(
d
￿
n
1
=
d
) hops. Thus, to
achieve logarithmic scalability, CAN needs to set
d
=
l
g
n, which
may not be easy without a good anticipation of
n.
The importance of locality is now widely recognized and most
name resolution schemes go to signiﬁcant lengths to exploit lo-
cality, be it rigorously [8, 9, 13] or heuristically [2, 16, 20]. As
discussed in Section 1, there is a tradeoff between simplicity and
effectiveness of exploiting locality, and SPRR attempts to exploit
locality without sacriﬁcing simplicity.
6. FUTURE WORK
As discussed in Section 1, simplicity is not only a desirable fea-
ture on any system design, it also helps reasoning about the cor-
rectness of a name resolution scheme. Maintaining the neighbor
88tables is a complicated task. When many joins and leaves happen
concurrently, it is not clear whether the neighbor tables will remain
in a “good” state. This problem, however, has not been adequately
addressed by current research. The problem is much easier if the
network is allowed to have some “locking” mechanism. However,
for performance reasons, it is desirable that name resolution oper-
ations be non-blocking [7], that is, slow operations cannot prevent
other operations from making progress. We plan to implement a
non-blocking name resolution scheme and to prove the correctness
of the implementation. The work of Blumofe et al. [1] suggests that
proving the correctness of such non-blocking concurrent data struc-
tures can be a signiﬁcant technical challenge. A simple framework
like SPRR is an important starting point for our future work.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed SPRR, a variant of the PRR
name resolution scheme. Built on previous work, SPRR has a num-
ber of desirable features. When specialized to the case of uniform
metric space, SPRR is comparable to Chord in terms of simplic-
ity, and has matching or improved time bounds on name resolution
operations. In more general metric spaces, SPRR exploits locality
without adding much complexity. The ease of exploiting locality
comes from the ability to choos neighbors from a set of candidates.
In this paper, we have proved the locality propertis of SPRR on
the ring metric. Fault tolerance can be achieved in SPRR without
adding much complexity. SPRR employs a novel name replica-
tion strategy that ensures lookups remain efﬁcient in a random fault
model where each node has a constant probability of being down.
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